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CREATING A GREAT EXPERIENCE
At Capital Rivers, our dedicated team uses our core values to guide us and 
help make our real estate transactions and your brokerage experience more 
successful. 

WHAT WE DO
Capital Rivers takes a passionate, innovative approach to provide services in 
both brokerage and development. Though not trying to do it all, we can offer 
either avenue for our clients. Our in-depth development process includes: 
negotiation and acquisition of sites, due diligence processing, income 
projections, coordinated design and engineering, development entitlements, 
obtaining financing, bidding and construction contracts/management, 
overseeing disbursement of funds, project turn-over and stabilization, 
complete fee-development services, and build-to-suit projects.

WHY WE ARE AT THE TOP
As commercial brokers and agents, we believe in building strong partnerships 
with each other and our clients. Following our core values lets us build long 
lasting relationships with our team as well as everyone who comes through 
our front door; leading to proven results and high client satisfaction.

ABOUT CAPITAL RIVERS
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Lead by example utilizing 
our core values while 

representing CRC

Be the Brand

LOYAL

 Adapt and seek to 
find creative  

solutions and new 
opportunities

Own the Future

FORWARD 
THINKING

 Push to achieve success 
through determination, 

perseverance, and 
consistency

Drive Your Results

HARD 
WORKING

Dedicate the energy  
to perform at the highest 

level for CRC and our 
clients

Commit to Success

PASSIONATE
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OUR CORE VALUES

Here at Capital Rivers, we are dedicated to our core values that help make your commercial real estate 
transactions more successful. We’ll approach your project with loyalty, forward thinking,  

hard work, and passion. These are the values that drive everything we do.

Building Successful Futures
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INNOVATIVE
Capital Rivers utilizes the best technology in the industry to 
ensure clients are receiving the best service possible.

ENTHUSIASTIC
Team members at Capital Rivers are excited to help clients 
with any of their needs and will be happy to do so.

PROFESSIONAL
Capital Rivers is built on professionalism; from business 
operations, to client relationships. Clean and easy design 
reminds our clients we mean business.

EXPERIENCED
Capital Rivers has decades worth of combined experience. 

OUR TONE OF VOICE
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PRIMARY LOGO
This logo is to be used the majority of the time, and 
always on a white or light background. The primary 
logo should be used on all stationary, business cards, 
envelopes, and any other items of strict company 
branding (not related or intended of sales purposes). 

CLEAR SPACE
When placing the logo, ensure there is a clear space 
equal to the width of the center “R” rectangle on all four 
sides of the logo.

MINIMUM LOGO SIZE
The logo must never be any smaller than 1" wide.

LOGO
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PRIMARY LINEAR LOGO
This logo is to be used the majority of the time, and 
always on a white or light background. The alternate 
primary linear logo should be used on stationary, 
business cards, envelopes, and any other items of 
strict company branding (not related or intended of 
sales purposes). 

CLEAR SPACE
When placing the logo, ensure there is a clear space 
equal to the width of the center “R” rectangle on all 
four sides of the logo.

MINIMUM LOGO SIZE
The logo must never be any smaller than .50" tall.

.50"

LOGO
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LOGO

SINGLE COLOR LOGO - WHITE
The single color logo is to be used any time it is placed 
on any dark color, a company color gradient, CRC 
Blue, or CRC Navy. This logo can also be placed over 
images that have enough contrast. If a photo does not 
have enough contrast, place a slightly transparent CRC 
Blue/Navy color block or a company color gradient 
over the image. 

This logo is also acceptable to provide partners 
creating a black and white collage of partner logos.

CLEAR SPACE
When placing the logo, ensure there is a clear space 
equal to the width of the center “R” rectangle on all 
four sides of the logo.

MINIMUM LOGO SIZE
Square logo must never be any smaller than 1" wide. 
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.50"

LOGO

SINGLE COLOR LINEAR LOGO - WHITE
The single color logo is to be used any time it is 
placed on any dark color, a company color gradient, 
CRC Blue, or CRC Navy. This logo can also be placed 
over images that have enough contrast. If a photo 
does not have enough contrast, place a slightly 
transparent CRC Blue/Navy color block or a company 
color gradient over the image. 

This logo is also acceptable to provide partners 
creating a black and white collage of partner logos.

CLEAR SPACE
When placing the logo, ensure there is a clear space 
equal to the width of the center “R” rectangle on all 
four sides of the logo.

MINIMUM LOGO SIZE
Horizontal logo must never be smaller than .50" tall.
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LOGO

SINGLE COLOR LOGO - GREY
The single color logo is to be used any time it is 
placed on any light color. This logo can also be 
placed over images that have enough contrast. If 
a photo does not have enough contrast, place a 
slightly transparent CRC Blue/Navy color block or a 
company color gradient over the image. 

This logo is also acceptable to provide partners 
creating a black and white collage of partner logos.

CLEAR SPACE
When placing the logo, ensure there is a clear space 
equal to the width of the center “R” rectangle on all 
four sides of the logo.

MINIMUM LOGO SIZE
Square logo must never be any smaller than 1" wide. 
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.50"

LOGO

SINGLE COLOR LINEAR LOGO - GREY
The single color logo is to be used any time it is 
placed on any light color. This logo can also be 
placed over images that have enough contrast. If a 
photo does not have enough contrast, place a slightly 
transparent CRC Blue/Navy color block or a company 
color gradient over the image. 

This logo is also acceptable to provide partners 
creating a black and white collage of partner logos.

CLEAR SPACE
When placing the logo, ensure there is a clear space 
equal to the width of the center “R” rectangle on all 
four sides of the logo.

MINIMUM LOGO SIZE
Horizontal logo must never be smaller than .50" tall.
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CRC ASSET MANAGEMENT LOGO
The primary logo should be used on all stationary, 
business cards, envelopes, and any other items of 
strict company branding. 

The single color logo is to be used any time it is 
placed on any light color. This logo can also be 
placed over images that have enough contrast.

CLEAR SPACE
When placing the logo, ensure there is a clear space 
equal to the width of the center “R” rectangle on all 
four sides of the logo.

MINIMUM LOGO SIZE
Square logo must never be any smaller than 1” wide. 
Horizontal logo must never be smaller than .50” tall.

ASSET MANAGEMENT LOGO
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LOGO WITHOUT COMPANY NAME
Usage of this logo should only be used on material where 
the “Capital Rivers Commercial” is clearly used elsewhere 
in the layout. 

This logo should not be used when attracting first time 
customers/clients. The use of this logo is reserved for an 
audience that is already familiar with CRC branding such as 
existing clients or internal documents. New client outreach 
should always utilize a logo with the business name lockup.

LOGO
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PROTECT OUR BRAND
The CRC logo is our first line of brand recognition. 
It is important to present our logo in a clean and 
professional manner. Misuse of our logo can lead to 
distrust for potential clients and decreased brand 
recognition. Please follow the usage guidelines 
listed here to strengthen CRC’s brand positioning.

1. Do not change the color of the logo.

2. Do not stretch horizontally or vertically.

3. Do not remove any elements of the logo.

4. Do not rotate to a diagonal angle.

5. Do not alter typeface.

6. Do not add shapes, graphics, or text.

7. Do not add drop shadows or other effects.

8. Do not outline.

CAPITAL RIVERS
Commercial

1.

3.

5.

7.

2.

4.

6.

8.

LOGO MISUSE
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LOGO PLACEMENT
It is important to have our logo visible and accessible 
for our audience to recognize. This can be done by 
following a set of rules for approved logo placement.

1. Do not place logo on low contrast.

2. Logo placement over image needs high contrast.

APPROVED LOGO PLACEMENT

LOGO MISUSE

LOGO USAGE
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PRINT COLORS
For material that will be printed, using Pantone 
Matching System (PMS) colors will guarantee a 
consistent look. PMS is the standard for commercial 
printers and will ensure printed material stays 
consistent to intended brand colors.

CRC NAVY
PMS: 7693 C
CMYK: 100-76-30-14
RGB: 10-72-117
HEX: #0A4875

CRC TEXT
CMYK: 69-62-61-52
RGB: 58-58-58
HEX: #3A3A3A

CRC LIGHT BLUE
PMS: 2985 C
CMYK: 58-4-2-0
RGB: 87-193-233
HEX: #57C1E9

CRC GRADIENT
CRC Green - CRC Light Blue

CRC GREEN
PMS: 7479 C
CMYK: 70-0-72-0
RGB: 70-185-120
HEX: #46B978

CRC HIGHLIGHT
PMS: 7408 C
CMYK: 3-26-100-0
RGB: 248-190-0
HEX: #F8BE00

CRC BLUE
PMS: 307 C
CMYK: 91-57-8-0
RGB: 0-106-169
HEX: #006AA9

COLOR PALETTE
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WEB COLORS
For material designed for web and digital viewing, 
please use the following colors. Note the vibrancy 
of CRC Light Blue and CRC Green. Attempting to 
print CRC Light Blue (WEB) and CRC Green (WEB) 
will result in duller colors due to printer and ink 
limitations. 

CRC NAVY
CMYK: 100-76-30-14
RGB: 10-72-117
HEX: #0A4875

CRC TEXT
CMYK: 69-62-61-52
RGB: 58-58-58
HEX: #3A3A3A

CRC LIGHT BLUE (WEB)
CMYK: 63-3-0-0
RGB: 0-195-255
HEX: #00C3FF

CRC GRADIENT
CRC Green - CRC Light Blue

CRC GREEN (WEB)
CMYK: 58-0-63-0
RGB: 42-245-152
HEX: #29F499

CRC BLUE
CMYK: 90-54-20-3
RGB: 18-107-153
HEX: #126B99

COLOR PALETTE

CRC HIGHLIGHT
CMYK: 3-26-100-0
RGB: 248-190-0
HEX: #F8BE00
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REPEATED WAVE
Capital Rivers’ repeated wave is a great way to highlight the fun 
but professional attitude of the corporate brand. The wave is an 
effective way to help bring in CRC’s branding into a information 
heavy piece. 

Repeated wave sets must all be the same color and never 
alternate colors within a set. 

The wave can be used in the following four approved brand 
colors:

• CRC Blue

• 25% Gray

• CRC Navy

• White

COLOR PALETTE
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THE POWER OF INFORMATION
Capital Rivers uses a clean and clear sans serif 
typeface named Proxima Nova. The CRC brand 
mainly uses two weights within the typeface: 
Regular and Bold.

Type treatment for CRC material is generally larger 
than standard for both title and body copy for the 
sake of readability and impact. 

All body copy should utilize Proxima Nova Regular 
with a minimum font size of 10pt/14pt* and a 
maximum of 12pt/16pt. Paragraph spacing should 
be 9pt (or 0.125”) to allow for legibility.

* The first number in the sequence represents the 
font size followed by leading size (space between 
lines of type) requirements.

Proxima Nova

Heading 1 (H1)
Subhead (H2)
TERTIARY HEAD (H3)

Dignis alit, qui sitat. Erunt a nulpa aut invenis nem eiciend ebitat autae porum 
hictotatur, ea dolesecto blabo. Xeruptatur molut expliquae cum harior aperatus. 
Officimi, sitatur re, et quam fuga. Vellatur? Qui doluptatur? Usam quibus 
moluptam apitatur apelenist expeles aut imusciae.

abcdefghijklmnoprstuvwxyz 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPRSTUVWXYZ 
1234567890

Proxima Nova Light 
Proxima Nova Regular 
Proxima Nova Bold 

TYPOGRAPHY
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CONSISTENCY
First point of contact materials such as business cards, 
emails, and promotional brochures must include the 
responsible broker’s licensed name and real estate 
license identification number (DRE). If the name of more 
than one licensee appears in the solicitation, then the 
license number of each licensee must also be disclosed. 

On all printed material, the type size of the license 
identification number must be no smaller than the 
smallest size type used in the advertisement.

NUMBERS
Phone numbers should be listed clearly using our 
ten-digit main number separated by periods plus the 
CRC employee’s direct extension. Phone numbers on 
property signs use dashes for larger visibility.

DRE & PHONE NUMBERS

NAME, TITLE, NUMBER, EMAIL AND DRE BLOCK

BUSINESS CARD SAMPLE

BROKER NAME ONE
Broker Title
916.514.5225 x123
name@capitalrivers.com 
DRE #01234567

BROKER NAME TWO
Broker Title
916.514.5225 x123
name@capitalrivers.com 
DRE #01234567

Broker Name
Broker Title
DRE #01234567

T 916.514.5225 x123
C 123.456.7890

brokername@capitalrivers.com

capitalrivers.com
1821 Q Street

Sacramento, CA 95811
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READABILITY
Capital Rivers’ property signs use black text 
over the CRC Gradient to attract attention for 
their call-to-action with white text over blue for 
information. The CRC phone number on signs 
use dashes as separators for easy visibility.

PROPERTY SIGNS

8’ x 8’ 8’ x 4’4’ x 5’
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READABILITY
Capital Rivers’ property signs use black text over 
the CRC Gradient to attract attention for their call-
to-action with white text over blue for information. 
The CRC phone number on signs use dashes as 
separators for easy visibility. These versions are 
used for properties that are also “Professionally 
Managed By CRC Asset Management.”

PROPERTY SIGNS WITH ASSET MANAGEMENT

8’ x 8’ 8’ x 4’4’ x 5’
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COPY AND TEXT GUIDELINES

Correct Usage Incorrect Usage

square feet, square foot or SF sq.ft., S.F., sqft, sf

acre ac., ac

±1,000 about 1,000, appr. 1,000

Build-to-suit BTS, build to suit

site plan siteplan, site-plan

floor plan floorplan, floor-plan

build-out build out, buildout

mixed-use mixed use

multi-tenant multitenant, multi tenant

multifamily multi-family, multi family

turnkey turn key, turn-key

capitalization rate or cap rate We sold that building at a 10 cap.

Correct Usage Incorrect Usage
Spell out number one through
nine when used in a sentence The property has 3 buildings.

Use digits for numbers ten and 
over There are sixty acres attached.

Class A, Class B Class-A, Class-B


